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Executive Summary  

Twitter is packed with information and opinions, all of which is valuable information. 

More tweets are being posted about the upcoming presidential candidates.  By using a simple 

code, we can search twitter for tweets specifically related to each of the candidates and collect 

the people’s opinions and ideas. To better analyse this data we created a code that would find the 

most used words in all the tweets collected in the search and print them in a word cloud. The 

bigger the word the more used it was in the posts. In this way a general idea of people's opinions 

for the candidates can be shown. In Donald Trump’s word clouds many negative and repulsive 

words were used in the tweets, showing a great disapproval of Donald Trump. In Hillary 

Clinton's word clouds words such as abortion point out controversial topics. Through all the 

word clouds many large words point to recent events occurring in the presidential race as well as 

showing who supports what candidate. Overall we can see controversial topics being mentioned 

across all the candidate's word clouds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction  

  In the months to come the Presidential election are growing nearer and there is an 

increasing interest of each candidate. Therefor there is an increasing amount of conversation 

about each candidate, as well as an increasing amount of post on social media. Through the posts 

many opinions are shared and ideas are spread. Many people are interested in the ideas of others, 

relating to the presidential candidates. As social media becomes a greater way of 

communicating,  even teens and children are hearing more and want to know more about general 

opinions on the candidates. News networks often give basic facts, or the ideas from specific 

group of people, but by searching twitter for keywords relating to each candidate we are able to 

see a greater, more unbiased opinion of the presidential race coming directly from the people. 

With a code we can scan all tweets within the past week for tweets on specific candidates. To 

find the keywords within twitter post a basic word cloud can be made. The bigger the word, the 

more it has been used. Over time a trend of words can be seen showing different support for each 

candidate. By using this method we were able to see the people opinion about controversial 

topics, like abortion and about recent primaries. By analyzing the word clouds we can see an 

overview of twitter users opinions on each of the presidential candidates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Description:  

When we originally approached the project we had planned to do a study based on the 

connection between people posting about an illness, or feeling sick on various social media sites, 

and seeing how the correlates with the actual spread of illness according to health records. In 

many sample test of this idea we ran into many issues. In the tweets keywords we were searching 

for, like sick were used in an unrelated way, making way for no data. We were also unable to 

find the user's location unless the user specifically allowed us to.  Since we ran into too many 

issue with that project, we decided to go with a project studying the connections between twitter 

and the current presidential race.  

In the project we originally started by using the module ‘python-twitter’ as well as a few 

developer keys we received from twitter in order to search twitter for any tweets that contained 

any of the keywords that we had originally set. We started off by categorizing the data purely 

numerically, that meaning we would do a search twitter and see how many of those tweets 

contained a specific candidates name. Originally this work out pretty well, however we ran into 

two major issues. The first issue being that the module we were using 

(https://github.com/bear/python-twitter ) ended up being good at finding tweets containg the 

various candidate’s names but the module isn’t able to reliably search a large chunk of tweets. 

This is because twitter locks users out of its API if the the user has made too many requests in a 

short amount of time. The second issue and the reason we decided to change our method of 

displaying data was because we had decided that just have numerical data wouldn’t really show 

any trends or really anything that complex; because of these reasons we decided to go with our 

current iteration of the project. 

https://github.com/bear/python-twitter


Using the same module as before we started collecting the exact wording of any tweets 

that included a presidential candidate’s name, after collecting a few thousand of tweets we would 

then create a visual representation of all the tweets. This was done by sizing a word based on its 

frequency throughout the various tweets we gathered, and the more and more data we’re able to 

collect the words in the word clouds (tagclouds) become much more relevant. In the word clouds 

the bigger the word, the more it had been used.  So far the minimum number of tweets we need 

for data that makes sense is around +5000 tweets. We’ve also found that in most cases any major 

changes in the wordcloud is linked to a real life event, or is based on something one of the 

candidates has said (i.e. Ted Cruz and ‘SexScandal‘). With this visualized form of data it’s fairly 

easy to see what a sample size of what the public thinks, or might say about the various United 

States presidential candidates of 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Results :  

 After running the code for each of the presidential candidates remaining (except Kasich) 

over a couple of weeks there definitely appears to be certain trends and distinct changes in the 

tweets made about these candidates. 

Hillary Clinton Word clouds: 



 

Throughout the various word clouds based on tweets containing ‘hillary’ and/or ‘clinton’ many 

of the recurring words are of Hillary’s opponent (Bernie Sanders), of various issues she has made 

comments on (i.e. Abortion, Minimum Wage, Wall Street, and etc.), or of the location of the 

current or upcoming democratic party primary. At least for Hillary Clinton her word clouds have 



had a certain level of consistency throughout the test period. This definitely shows the validity of 

the program to an extent. 

 

Donald Trump Word clouds: 

 

Through Donald Trump's  word clouds both sides of the presidential elections are shown. People 

who disapprove of Donald Trump used vulgar language through all the word clouds. Other 

words, such as the words fools, endangered, and joke point to many people's disapproval of 

Donald Trump. Despite a great deal of disagreement with Donald Trump there is also signs of 



approval. Words such as Amazing and WomenForTrump shows the approval and support for 

Trump. Words in the word clouds also point towards recent events. In many of the word clouds 

the word Thrones points to the SNL’s “Trump befor Game of Thrones”. SNL also is seen in the 

constant use of 22 year old daughter as SNL made fun of his comments about his daughter.  The 

word Women and abortion are also showing the controversy of Donald Trump's opinions. The 

upcoming  primaries are represented with the word Wisconsin. Another important set of words 

are his opponents, Ted Cruz and Hillary Clinton.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ted Cruz Results: 

 

The word cloud representing tweets about Ted Cruz, usually relate to events surrounding the 

GOP race. Often, in relations to the Republican front-runner Donald Trump. Such as a recent 

remark made by Donald Trump and other tabloid newspapers, that Ted was involved in a sex 

scandal. Others words that pop out are several names, such as Carson, Christie, Trump, Palin , 



and Kasich. This shows news from long ago, is still circulating on a recent survey. Such as Palin, 

who we have not heard about for a while, is still shown in a medium size. Something else that 

sticks out is there is only a mention of Bernie Sanders, but not Hillary Clinton. Which is 

surprising, considering that Hillary Clinton is a favorite for the GOP to pick on, especially their 

supporters. The word bubbles above present a huge amount information on, how events from 

recently and far back, have resonated inside Ted Cruz’s supporters.  

 

Bernie Sanders Results:  

 

 



 In Bernie Sanders word clouds his opponents were mentioned many times. In both word 

clouds Hillary Clinton and Donald trump are mentioned. There are also words such as lying  that 

point to a disapproval of Bernie Sanders. Words such as old and lying point out people's opinions 

of Bernie. There is also a great deal of words that point to recent problem. Words such as gun, 

adopted, fossil fuel and climate shows current events and controversial topics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

 In conclusion the project gave us a lot of data if both numerical and visual forms, and 

looking at this data (especially the visual data) mentions of various relevant trends, opinions, and 

other relevant political figures are consistently evident throughout the majority of the data. The 

data ended up showing what people's’ most mentioned political issues with relation to one of the 

various candidates, and while this might not show what people thought of a candidate's view on 

the issues it stilled showed what people tend to care about the most when it comes to each of the 

candidates, for instance based on the data there was a large mention of trump and his view on 

abortion and woman, and the same can be said for tweets about Hillary and $15/hr or various 

other issues, and in many ways this parallels what was going on in the media during the test 

period we created the word clouds in. Even though we were unable to get accurate data of 

people's opinions on a chosen candidate’s stances on various political issues, we were able to get 

a sense of a lot of people’s views on the candidates. Most of these examples were of basic 

hashtags such as #ImWithHer (Hillary supporter), #WomanForTrump, or #Trump2016 , 

however with a little more outside context a lot of single words begin to show people's’ views on 

the candidate, for instance tweets about Trump tended to contain a fair amount of profanity (That 

was replaced with just ‘PROFANITY’) while none of the other word clouds for the other 

candidates contained anything like that, and with a bit on manually looking at a few of the 

Trump tweets the majority of this profanity is directed at Trump himself. One thing you have to 

considered when analyzing the data is that the majority of people using twitter are between the 

ages of 18 and 35, and this more narrow demographic may have skewed our data in various 

ways, all in all with the more and more tweets we use for our word clouds the less bias they 

hopefully become. 

  



Recommendations   

For this project we had to think of ways to work efficiently and effectively. On of the first 

problems we faced was what we should use to see what people were saying about each 

presidential candidate. We decided on Facebook and Twitter, but we realised Twitter was easier 

to access and has shorter posts. We found a website called Twitter Developers. With this website 

we were able to search for tweets with certain key words. Another problem we had was with the 

code. We got kicked out of twitter's API for searching for too many tweets too often. We solved 

this by searching every hour to not get kicked out. The greatest problem we faced was very 

inconsistent data. If we took two test directly after each other the results would be drastically 

different. This is because of our limited request and most likely can be resolved by contacting the 

twitter developers and asking for more exclusive permission, specifically for the supercomputing 

project. In this way the data will be more consistent and reliable. Another problem we had was 

the great amounts of data received by just one test. Analyzing such great amounts of data is 

challenging. We solved this problem by using word clouds, but for more accurate data each word 

should have been represented in a more numerical way. This can be done by making a ration 

(total uses / total amount of words) that will numerically show the amount each word was used. 

Finally, by just using twitter our data was already biased towards twitter users. To make a less 

biased test all social media must be used, yet this is also a bias towards social media users in 

general. 
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Appendix A: Code # 1: Defines Functions and Imports module 

#!/bin/env python 

import twitter 

from TwitterSearch import * 

 

# supercompro / supercomputingchallenge keys 

consumer_key='0rC1Bjkn6qG41bX4NkNofxyKi' 

consumer_secret='6ix7ClyxxzrZgd210hSoLTbWrC94CJjbnxZqh5hGHah5U4ZuX2' 

access_token_key='715346944365764608-1SQJhS4VwGP373oWmsWUsGQdfqDmOnl' 

access_token_secret='HwcM6JkhkaGzeSR32eLqr6ln6fcx3Uc04FySqz9N7mTqq' 

 

api = twitter.Api( 

      consumer_key=consumer_key, 

      consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

      access_token_key=access_token_key, 

      access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

      ) 

 

 

def twitter_search(keywords): 

 try: 

  tso = TwitterSearchOrder() # create a TwitterSearchOrder object 

  tso.set_keywords(keywords) # let's define all words we would like to have a look 

for 



  tso.set_language('en') # we want to see English tweets only 

  tso.set_include_entities(False) # and don't give us all those entity information 

  ts = TwitterSearch( 

      consumer_key=consumer_key, 

      consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

      access_token=access_token_key, 

      access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

      ) 

  for tweet in ts.search_tweets_iterable(tso): 

   print(tweet['text']) 

 except TwitterSearchException as e: # take care of all those ugly errors if there are some 

  print(e) 

 

def twitter_search_count(keywords): 

 try: 

  tso = TwitterSearchOrder() # create a TwitterSearchOrder object 

  tso.set_keywords(keywords) # let's define all words we would like to have a look 

for 

  tso.set_language('en') # we want to see English tweets only 

  tso.set_include_entities(False) # and don't give us all those entity information 

  ts = TwitterSearch( 

         consumer_key=consumer_key, 

         consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

         access_token=access_token_key, 



         access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

         ) 

  count = 0 

  for tweet in ts.search_tweets_iterable(tso): 

   count += 1 

  print('Number of tweets for %s is %d' % (keywords, count)) 

  return count 

 except TwitterSearchException as e: # take care of all those ugly errors if there are some 

  print(e) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Appendix B: Code #2: Uses the Function and Defines Keywords 

#!/bin/env python 

import time 

import twitter_access_supercomppro as tas 

import array 



import json 

from datetime import datetime 

 

candidates = [ ['KEYWORD','KEYWORD'] ] 

 

count = [] 

for i in range(len(candidates)): 

    if i != 0: 

        time.sleep(200) 

    print candidates[i] 

    c = tas.twitter_search(candidates[i]) 

    print( '@%s tweeted: %s' % ( tweet['text'] ) ) 

    print(c) 

    count.append(c) 

 

filename = 'twitter_search_count.json' 

FORMAT = '%Y%m%d%H%M%S' 

datetimestamp = datetime.now().strftime(FORMAT) 

 

with open(filename, 'a') as fp: 

    fp.write(datetimestamp) 

    fp.write('\n') 

    json.dump(candidates, fp) 

    fp.write('\n') 



    json.dump(count, fp) 

    fp.write('\n') 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Code C: Pytagcloud 

import re 

from pytagcloud.lang.counter import get_tag_counts 

from pytagcloud import create_tag_image, make_tags 

from TwitterSearch import * 

from datetime import datetime 

 

# supercompro / supercomputingchallenge keys 

consumer_key='74GF3mDWc8gnlXnvZHLNYHY1N' 

consumer_secret='DFjDs2VHwW6ueT6JR4UDTmLYXXcvx1HtPdM4E7G671YTJZ78LN' 

access_token_key='4241546306-HgOkfq6hMVb81YueuhoiJOe4rjcJ2AJDiBktzlG' 

access_token_secret='NWVw2maRpjZdSu0pTgGAsbfaQC7g5jVCDCCXrX131YdIp' 

 

api = twitter.Api( 

      consumer_key=consumer_key, 

      consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

      access_token_key=access_token_key, 

      access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

      ) 

# print api.VerifyCredentials() 

# statuses = api.GetUserTimeline(screen_name='SVesselinov') 



# print [s.text for s in statuses] 

 

def twitter_search_save(keywords): 

 try: 

  tso = TwitterSearchOrder() # create a TwitterSearchOrder object 

  tso.set_keywords(keywords) # let's define all words we would like to have a look 

for 

  tso.set_language('en') # we want to see English tweets only 

  tso.set_include_entities(False) # and don't give us all those entity information 

  ts = TwitterSearch( 

      consumer_key=consumer_key, 

      consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

      access_token=access_token_key, 

      access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

      ) 

  FORMAT = '%Y%m%d%H%M%S' 

  datetimestamp = datetime.now().strftime(FORMAT) 

  filename = 'tweets_' + datetimestamp + '_' +  keywords[0] + '.txt' 

  print filename 

 

#  tweets = [] 

#  with open(filename, 'a') as fp: 

#   for tweet in ts.search_tweets_iterable(tso): 

#    t=tweet['text'].encode('ascii','ignore').replace('\n', ' ') 



#    tweets.append(t) 

#    fp.write(t) 

 

  tweets = [] 

  for tweet in ts.search_tweets_iterable(tso): 

   t=tweet['text'].encode('ascii','ignore').replace('\n', ' ') 

   tweets.append(t) 

 

  text = ' '.join(tweets) 

  words = text.split(' ') 

  words = [i for i in words if (re.match(r"#.*",i) == None and re.match(r"@.*",i) == 

None and re.match(r"http.*",i) == None and re.match(r"via$|rt$|RT$|co$|htt$",i) == None) ] 

  text = ' '.join(words) 

 

  counts = get_tag_counts(text) 

 

  filename = 'tweets_' + datetimestamp + '_' +  keywords[0] + '_counts.json' 

  json.dump(counts[0:500], open(filename,'w')) 

 

  filename = 'tweets_' + datetimestamp + '_' +  keywords[0] + '_tagcloud.png' 

  tags = make_tags(counts[0:120], maxsize=100, minsize=25) 

  tags = [a for a in tags if a['size'] > 7] 

  create_tag_image(tags, filename, size=(1600, 900), fontname='Lobster', 

background=(0,0,0)) 



 except TwitterSearchException as e: # take care of all those ugly errors if there are some 

  print(e) 

 

def twitter_search(keywords): 

 try: 

  tso = TwitterSearchOrder() # create a TwitterSearchOrder object 

  tso.set_keywords(keywords) # let's define all words we would like to have a look 

for 

  tso.set_language('en') # we want to see English tweets only 

  tso.set_include_entities(False) # and don't give us all those entity information 

  ts = TwitterSearch( 

      consumer_key=consumer_key, 

      consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

      access_token=access_token_key, 

      access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

      ) 

  for tweet in ts.search_tweets_iterable(tso): 

   print( tweet['text'] ) 

 except TwitterSearchException as e: # take care of all those ugly errors if there are some 

  print(e) 

 

def twitter_search_count(keywords): 

 try: 

  tso = TwitterSearchOrder() # create a TwitterSearchOrder object 



  tso.set_keywords(keywords) # let's define all words we would like to have a look 

for 

  tso.set_language('en') # we want to see English tweets only 

  tso.set_include_entities(False) # and don't give us all those entity information 

  ts = TwitterSearch( 

         consumer_key=consumer_key, 

         consumer_secret=consumer_secret, 

         access_token=access_token_key, 

         access_token_secret=access_token_secret 

         ) 

  count = 0 

  for tweet in ts.search_tweets_iterable(tso): 

   count += 1 

  print('Number of tweets for %s is %d' % (keywords, count)) 

  return count 

 except TwitterSearchException as e: # take care of all those ugly errors if there are some 

  print(e) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


